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INTRODUCTION
All cell phones emit Radio Frequency (RF) microwave energy which can be a health hazard. The S.A.R. (specific
absorption rate) is an indication of the amount of RF radiation that is absorbed into a head whilst using a cell phone.
PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS :

The higher the SAR rating, the more radiation that is absorbed into the head. For a phone to be sold in Malaysia, the

Cell phone Cover / Skin
reduces Cell phone
radiation (SAR report) by at
least 50% at 900MHz.



Anti EMR Cell phone Cover/
Skin protects the user if the
cell phone is placed in shirt
or trouser pocket.



SIRIM Report proves
material can absorb EMR.

The UNKNOWN RISK

maximum emitted RF energy must be below the ICNIRP specification of 2 watts per kilogram of human tissue.


HAZARDS OF CELL PHONE RADIATION
Cell phones meet the S.A.R. specification only if the phone is kept
at least 15 mm away of our head. This WARNING is found in all
cell phone manuals! However, most of us skip this part and
unknowingly place the cell phone against our head against
manufacturers’ advice. To reduce to radiation, Manufacturer’s and
experts advise us to use a hands free kit to reduce radiation. But,

Cell phones & CANCER…
Is there a RISK . . .

P1 : FACT 1 : The WHO has issued Precautionary
Warning since it has NOT been proven
that Cell phone radiation is SAFE.
FACT 2 : The Experts can’t agree with each
other . . . So, should we risk the health
of our loved ones?

we only use the hands free kits whilst driving due to the
inconvenience. Generally, most men and children place their cell
phones in their shirt pocket or trouser pocket thus exposing their
developing bodies to radiation. In May 2011, the W.H.O. classified
RF EMR as “possibly carcinogenic” under Group 2B and warned
that children would be particularly vulnerable to RF radiation.

TES T REPORTS

Some experts believe that it can cause childhood brain tumours



and other kinds of cancer. Of the 28 million hand-phone users in

SIRIM Report No :

Malaysia, close to 2% (640,000) are kids below 15 years and about
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10% (2.8 million) are people between 15 and 19 years of age.
S.A.R. Test Report (MORLAB):

Thus, the advisory from the W.H.O. should be taken heed and
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precautionary measures should be taken to reduce our overall
exposure particularly with regards to children.

S P E C I AL R E M AR K S :

Note :



reduce their children’s exposure to cell phone radiation. In France,

We can custom make your

Authorities in several countries have advised parents to

it is illegal to advertise Cell phones to children below the age of 16

Cover or Skin design.

years and in Israel, it may be mandatory for all cell phones to carry

(MOQ > 5K).

a “WARNING” label.

ONE SIMPLE SOLUTION ANTI-EMR CELL PHONE COVER

P2 : Radiation penetration greater for 5 year old.

The Anti-EMR cell phone Covers ABSORB cell phone radiation by
at least 50%, thereby reducing

our exposure to cell phone

radiation. The cell phone Cover continues to absorb radiation even

. . . Prevention . . .
is
Better than Cure!

when the cell phone is kept in the shirt or trouser pocket, thus
protecting the user.

THE TECHNOLOGY
Made from Radar Absorbing Material (RAM) just like the Special
EMR reducing Coating and Card, the Anti-EMR Cell phone Cover

Use Anti-EMR

also absorbs RF Microwave radiation emitted from cell phones.

Covers
P3 : Ads Being Placed in PublicMen’s Bathrooms in London.

